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Empirical tests of CAPMEmpirical tests of CAPM
 CAPM implies market portfolio M is meanCAPM implies market portfolio M is mean--

variance efficient (MVE)variance efficient (MVE)

 M includes the universe of assets, which is M includes the universe of assets, which is 
not observable. Thus, we cannot test CAPM not observable. Thus, we cannot test CAPM 
directlydirectly

 CAPM equation: CAPM equation: EEii = = rrFF + + iMiM ((EEM M -- rrFF ))
so so  is the only relevant measure of riskis the only relevant measure of risk
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so so iMiM is the only relevant measure of riskis the only relevant measure of risk

 Beta should explain the crossBeta should explain the cross--section of section of 
expected stock returns!expected stock returns!
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ThreeThree--step test approachstep test approach
 (1) Estimate stock betas using T past stock (1) Estimate stock betas using T past stock 

returns up to treturns up to t--11
rritit--rrFtFt==ii++ii((rrMtMt--rrFtFt)+)+itit, t=1,……,t, t=1,……,t--11itit FtFt ii ii MtMt FtFt itit

 (2) In month t, regress the month t stock return (2) In month t, regress the month t stock return 
on the beta estimateson the beta estimates
rritit =  =  00 + + 11**

ii + + ii ii=1,…,N=1,…,N

where the “*” indicates “estimate”. Repeat (1) where the “*” indicates “estimate”. Repeat (1) 
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p ( )p ( )
and (2) monthly over entire periodand (2) monthly over entire period

 (3) If the CAPM holds: (3) If the CAPM holds: 00=0 and =0 and 11=E=EMM--rrFF

Results from CAPM testsResults from CAPM tests
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Interpreting the previous graphInterpreting the previous graph

 Sort stocks on betaSort stocks on beta------and you will and you will 
t t  t t  ti l i ti  ti l i ti  not get any crossnot get any cross--sectional variation sectional variation 

in average in average return!return!
 A key implication of the CAPM is that A key implication of the CAPM is that 

you should get such a crossyou should get such a cross--sectional sectional 
variation (provided the market proxy variation (provided the market proxy variation (provided the market proxy variation (provided the market proxy 
is meanis mean--variance efficient)variance efficient)
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FamaFama and French (1992)and French (1992)
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19801980--1992: Development of CAPM anomalies1992: Development of CAPM anomalies
 “Size effect”: “Size effect”: Relatively small stocks (measured by Relatively small stocks (measured by 

log of equity value) have higher average returns log of equity value) have higher average returns 
than predicted by CAPM. than predicted by CAPM. 

 “Value effect“Value effect”: Stocks with relatively low market”: Stocks with relatively low market--
toto--book ratio (M/B) also have higher average book ratio (M/B) also have higher average 
returns than predicted by CAPM.returns than predicted by CAPM.

 High expected returns should be revealed by low High expected returns should be revealed by low 
k t l  (hi h i kk t l  (hi h i k dj t d di t f t )  dj t d di t f t )  
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market values (high riskmarket values (high risk--adjusted discount factor). adjusted discount factor). 

 However, in 1992, However, in 1992, FamaFama and French shows that the and French shows that the 
value and small firms do value and small firms do notnot have higher market have higher market 
betas! So what’s the source of risk?betas! So what’s the source of risk?
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Compounded value of $1 invested Compounded value of $1 invested 
in 1963 held until 1981in 1963 held until 1981
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Compounded value of $1 invested Compounded value of $1 invested 
in 1980 and held until 2007in 1980 and held until 2007
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FamaFama--French 1993French 1993
 Develop an empirical threeDevelop an empirical three--factor model for factor model for 

expected stock returnsexpected stock returns

 The three “risk” factors are The three “risk” factors are 
•• M: the market portfolio (from CAPM)M: the market portfolio (from CAPM)

•• SMB: the return on a portfolio long in small stocks SMB: the return on a portfolio long in small stocks 
and short in large stocks (“size” factor)and short in large stocks (“size” factor)

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 1313

g ( )g ( )

•• HML: the return on a portfolio long in high B/M HML: the return on a portfolio long in high B/M 
stocks and short in low B/M stocks (“value” factor)stocks and short in low B/M stocks (“value” factor)

FamaFama/French Benchmark Portfolios/French Benchmark Portfolios

“Large” = 50% highest equity value stocks“Large” = 50% highest equity value stocks
“Small” = 50% lowest equity value stocks“Small” = 50% lowest equity value stocksSmall  = 50% lowest equity value stocksSmall  = 50% lowest equity value stocks
“Value” = 1/3 highest B/M stocks“Value” = 1/3 highest B/M stocks
“Neutral = 1/3 middle B/M stocks“Neutral = 1/3 middle B/M stocks
“growth” = 1/3 lowest B/M stocks“growth” = 1/3 lowest B/M stocks

Small Value Small Value Big ValueBig ValueSmall Value Small Value Big ValueBig Value
Small NeutralSmall Neutral Big NeutralBig Neutral
Small Growth Small Growth Bog GrowthBog Growth

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 1414
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FF factor constructionFF factor construction

 SMB = SMB = 
1/3 (Small Value + Small Neutral + Small Growth) 1/3 (Small Value + Small Neutral + Small Growth) --
1/3 (Big Value + Big Neutral + Big Growth).1/3 (Big Value + Big Neutral + Big Growth).1/3 (Big Value + Big Neutral + Big Growth).1/3 (Big Value + Big Neutral + Big Growth).

 HML = HML = 
1/2 (Small Value + Big Value) 1/2 (Small Value + Big Value) --
1/2 (Small Growth + Big Growth). 1/2 (Small Growth + Big Growth). 

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 1515

Source: Ken French’s web site at Tuck:
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http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
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FamaFama--French French factorsfactors

N

Mkt-RF SMB HML Rf
1926-1962 0.84% 0.22% 0.36% 0.11%
1963-1981 0.24% 0.47% 0.49% 0.51%
1982-2007 0.67% 0.08% 0.43% 0.43%
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 For the period 1963For the period 1963--1992, the (ex ante) 1992, the (ex ante) 
meanmean--variance efficient portfolio of M, SMB variance efficient portfolio of M, SMB 
and HML has a Sharpe Ratio of 0.745and HML has a Sharpe Ratio of 0.745

Thi   th t   t t  Thi   th t   t t   This means that you can construct a This means that you can construct a 
portfolio with the same variance as M, but portfolio with the same variance as M, but 
with an expected excess return of 11.9% a with an expected excess return of 11.9% a 
year, i.e., an extra 6.6% a year, just by year, i.e., an extra 6.6% a year, just by 
using these three portfoliosusing these three portfolios

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 1919

 Note that this portfolio would not track MNote that this portfolio would not track M

 Thus, Thus, M is most likely not MVEM is most likely not MVE

Why SMB?Why SMB?
 Take two firms with identical expected future Take two firms with identical expected future 

cash flow, but where firm 1 is less risky than cash flow, but where firm 1 is less risky than 
firm 2firm 2

 Firm 2 will have the highest discount rate and Firm 2 will have the highest discount rate and 
therefore the smallest current equity valuetherefore the smallest current equity value

 Thus, size most likely proxies for risk, even if Thus, size most likely proxies for risk, even if 
the CAPM is true!the CAPM is true!

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2020

 If so, regressions with both beta and size as If so, regressions with both beta and size as 
factors suffers from factors suffers from multicollinearitymulticollinearity, which , which 
may cause beta to be insignificantmay cause beta to be insignificant
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 Is HML a “relative distress premium” ? Is HML a “relative distress premium” ? 

•• Low B/M typical for firms that have Low B/M typical for firms that have 
persistently strong earningspersistently strong earnings

•• Variation through time in industries’ Variation through time in industries’ 
loadings on HML appears to correctly reflect loadings on HML appears to correctly reflect 
periods of industry strengths and distressperiods of industry strengths and distress

•• Why is financial distress a hedging concern Why is financial distress a hedging concern 

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2121

•• Why is financial distress a hedging concern Why is financial distress a hedging concern 
to investors? Perhaps due to loss of to investors? Perhaps due to loss of 
specialized human capital when firm goes specialized human capital when firm goes 
bankruptbankrupt

Additional empirical anomaliesAdditional empirical anomalies

 FamaFama--French threeFrench three--factor model factor model not
successful in pricing large portfolios ofsuccessful in pricing large portfolios ofsuccessful in pricing large portfolios ofsuccessful in pricing large portfolios of
 small growth stocks, small growth stocks, 
 momentum stocks momentum stocks 
 relatively illiquid stocksrelatively illiquid stocks
 industryindustry--sorted stockssorted stocks

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2222
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Momentum stocksMomentum stocks
 JegadeeshJegadeesh and Titman (1993): Firms with high and Titman (1993): Firms with high 

returns in the prior year tend to have high returns in the prior year tend to have high 
returns in the next few months returns in the next few months –– and vice versaand vice versa

 This predictability represents the single greatest This predictability represents the single greatest 
anomaly in the literature on expected stock anomaly in the literature on expected stock 
returnsreturns

 Momentum is observed also internationallyMomentum is observed also internationally

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2323

 Note: After a period with high returns, the stock Note: After a period with high returns, the stock 
may be riskier. If so, the expected return should may be riskier. If so, the expected return should 
be higher thereafterbe higher thereafter

Liquidity factor: LMHLiquidity factor: LMH

 Eckbo and Norli (2005) launches a liquidity factor Eckbo and Norli (2005) launches a liquidity factor 
based on stock turnoverbased on stock turnover

•• Sort stocks on monthly stock turnover (stocks Sort stocks on monthly stock turnover (stocks 
traded divided by total stocks outstanding)traded divided by total stocks outstanding)

•• LMH: A portfolio long in the 50% stocks with low LMH: A portfolio long in the 50% stocks with low 
liquidity and short in the 50% with high liquidityliquidity and short in the 50% with high liquidity

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2424

•• The average monthly return on LMH from 1973The average monthly return on LMH from 1973--
2003 is 0.175%2003 is 0.175%
 This exceeds the SMB factor of This exceeds the SMB factor of FamaFama--French.French.
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Eckbo and Norli (2005)Eckbo and Norli (2005)

Risk factor Monthly average return 
1973-2002 (US data)

Excess return on market portfolio 0.400
SMB (size) 0.164
HML (value) 0.491
UMD (momentum) 0.986
LMH (liquidity) 0 175LMH (liquidity) 0.175

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2525

Other possible liquidity measuresOther possible liquidity measures
 Proportional bidProportional bid--ask spreadask spread

•• 100(P100(PAA--PPBB)/(.5P)/(.5PAA+.5P+.5PBB))

 Price impact of tradePrice impact of trade
•• Reflects transient price effects of tradeReflects transient price effects of trade
•• For a given trade size, the greater the price For a given trade size, the greater the price 

impact, the less liquid the stockimpact, the less liquid the stock
•• Liquidity measure is Liquidity measure is 22 in following regression:in following regression:

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2626

rri,ti,t--rrm,tm,t==00+ + 11rri,ti,t--11+ + 22[sign([sign(rritit--rrmtmt)()(volvolitit)]+)]+uuitit

rrmm=return on CRSP value=return on CRSP value--weighted market portfolioweighted market portfolio
volvol=trading volume measured in millions of dollars=trading volume measured in millions of dollars
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Missing Human CapitalMissing Human Capital

 JagannathanJagannathan and Wang (1996) simply expands M and Wang (1996) simply expands M 
to include “human capital” to include “human capital” proxiedproxied by wage rates. by wage rates. 
When allowing for timeWhen allowing for time varying betas  this model varying betas  this model When allowing for timeWhen allowing for time--varying betas, this model varying betas, this model 
performs as well as the performs as well as the FamaFama--French threeFrench three--factor factor 
modelmodel

 Shows that the portfolios of Shows that the portfolios of FamaFama--French may French may 
proxy for more fundamental risks that are proxy for more fundamental risks that are 
basically consistent with a CAPMbasically consistent with a CAPM--type of modeltype of model

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2727

yy ypyp

LongLong--term reversals and Contrarian strategiesterm reversals and Contrarian strategies
 Firms with low threeFirms with low three-- and fiveand five--year returns tend to year returns tend to 

have high returns in subsequent years have high returns in subsequent years -- and vice and vice 
versaversa

 Low B/M, E/P, CF/P, D/P, and strong prior sales Low B/M, E/P, CF/P, D/P, and strong prior sales 
growth tend to imply low future returns growth tend to imply low future returns –– and vice and vice 
versaversa

 All these patterns seem to be manifestations of the All these patterns seem to be manifestations of the 

Eckbo (27)Eckbo (27) 2828

same value versus growth phenomenonsame value versus growth phenomenon

 Much of the spread between the returns of value Much of the spread between the returns of value 
and growth firms shows up around earnings and growth firms shows up around earnings 
announcements (overreaction or risk?)announcements (overreaction or risk?)


